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The University has its ins and
outs. But ouper-atutiettl has
found another one. Whether
it's a new "high" or just the
latest in panty raid maneu-
vers ?
the maine
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Rule modifications due
Grad students seek organization
In Mark Jacobs anti
John Noble
Over the last several years the
number of graduate students at the
University of Maine has increased
to nearly live hundred. However.
the position of the graduate student
on the Orono campus is unusual.
As a rule, graduate students carry
heavier woik loads than do the
undo graduates, not necessarily in
course hours. but in the ttttt int of
work that they must do in the
regular MO and 200 courses as well
as in the graduate level 300 comse.,
Many of the graduate stook-11h.
are teaching or research as-i-e-
ants. thereby au ' a timed
faculty posit' . The as erage
graduate student has then a dual
role, as student primarils. 1111111 MI-
onelarily. in niany eases. as in-
.truetor. Rut unlike either un-
dergraduate or full  • faculty
the gradate students lease no or-
ganization to represent then,.
Presently there are the Vacuity
Council and the Orono chapter of
the A.A.U.P. which represent
faculty opinion. The undergraduates
also have their own means of ex-
pression and communication such
as the Student Senate. the
and A.W.S. The graduate students,
Orono, Moine, November 9, 1967 Vol. LXXI
AWS curfew proposal
to be debated in dorms
by Melanie 4:yr
It is doubtful that there is a coed
on campus who has not gotten
wind of the confess elimination pro-
posal. Girls cluster in the laundry
rooms and sprawl in the halls to
discuss the possibilities of this
modern innovation in dorm dictates.
Phrases like "a kinduv liberation".
'Maine's finally catching up'', and
-quelle decision" carry down cor-
ridors and up stairways. But, thus
far, the cenvetsation has run pri-
marily to questions and speculations.
Speculation is matched, in fact,
only by the widespread confusion
on the subject.
The plan that has been ushered
through WS'S Constitution Com-
mittee is one pertaining exclusive-
ly to senior women. A coed is
eligible for the program if she is
classified a. a senior or is .st least
twenty-one 'Cr. old and h. not
ort disciplinary proi. etion. Iler
parents or guardians will ha',- re-
ceised a letter esplaining the no-
curfew polies and .he will have
signed a statement of responsibili-
ty. Curfew Committee meetings
would be held in each living unit
and the eandid,,te must attend at
teas one.,
this type of program were
adopted there would be a...am-III
Cagle* Lonintittee  created with
the rank and file coming front the
Standards Board Representatives
"It is the contention of AWS that there should
be a reexamination and revision of those phases
of life affecting the women students at the Uni-
versity of Maine. Opinions should be updated in
order to compensate for the void that exists now
between what is inherent in the word. 'college
anti what exists here." ... Sharon Sullivan.
first "should *ter and then "ion""
In her report in the 4.W.S.
Constitution I .ommithre. I're.- Went
Sharon smIlisan states sure.netly
the ssential reasoning in lice pro-
.14. I •
elected in each respective dorifn•
Its leader will be the Standards
Board Chairman of the AWS F.x-
ecsetise Board. Duties of the SC(
bz is. follows. Hylping dorms
with problems in implementing the
mcchanics of the system; hearin
all charges of inflingetitent of th
Special C a: few Program; ievokin
Special Curfew privileges when it
rules are violated aad dialing an
case to the proper Judicial Board
for further disciplinary action.
os-
ernment. cheek. onel bat tares
would he employed. A partireplt-
ing student who has
herself in a que•tionable situation
would be resierwed Its the 54:1:.
Derisitots of the SCA: may lit' ow
walked 141 J-Itoanl. Th.. committee
would hi- formed .after AM'S elec-
tions in the spring and assume. it.
power until eleetiesns the following
year.
Ihc mechanics of operating a
residence hall under this program
are as yet uncertain. A number of
security systems are being reviewed
and exploratory lettcrs have been
sent to other colleges who have in-
stituted a similar proaram. Some
of the 1111114.: interesting ones are
discussed on the editotial page of
this week's paper. It must be
stressed, however, that implementing
the no-curfew program on out
campus is a matter of two questions,
a.V..w. experts a student
eligible. for Special Prisileges to Ise
mature. 'ti nigh to conduct hr.--elf
in such at way ,m thta neitIo i the
smile nt nor she I niser-its reel ives
unCesoroltle eritirism 
Su what's happening now watt%
this fragile pioposition? This. Crfn-
stitution C  ce has pasto:d
along to the individual dorms f,tr
dbctission. Ialk•it-over an vitinv
will be held by Constitution (om-
it:Mc,: me itt.. and Ilutea. Pti.si-
dents until November 28 There-
upon the no-cuat.fw Proposal would
be carted back to the Constitution
Committee for further deliberation..
The proposal would then be re-
levied 10 the Committee on Women
Students for discussion and recom-
mendations. -"?
•
(5-.-t-arcs the date of this
year's ytate on amendments and/or
changes in the r1.W.S. Constitution.
If the Maine wormy* have shown
enouga interest in the no-curfew
program and a workable way of
installing it on our campus has
been found, the proposition will be
put to a popular vote. A majority
can make it a law.
howcsci, lark these means art es-
pression and communication with
the administration and the student
body. Until recently there has been
little need for the graduate student
to worry about this unusual situa-
tion.
Formerly the I niscrsity of
Maine hail not eleselopsol to its
press-sit proportiems, and com-
munication was rclatisely easy
through departmental channels.
The total number of full time
graduate ,111114.111, at the I nisei.-
sity of Maine. wa- small_ and as a
general rule titans graduate
elem. list-el off-ransom and 14.1014.111
Ili,3,.4111.1:1111. ( r ii en
campus life; not because of disin-
terest but flue- its the essential
difference between  lergraeluate
and graduate stuelies.
The University of Maine has al-
ways been. and still is, primarily
an undergraduate institution. and
its major concein. tightfully. has
been with this poop. Recently the
University. as many other major
institutions of higher feat nine. has
extended its facilities to include a
compt chensiv e ttt ednate program_
and with this Ifrovith of the Grad-
uate School, the graduate student
has found his position to be in-
creasingly unusual.
Currenils tlee graduate student
must meet the standards set by
the Graduate Sehool. yet at the
same • !levy are. also under the
1.01111.01 of Ihr undergraduate ad-
mini:demise dean and are. subj.-et
10 the undergraduate. soeial code.
Thi. is nut 10 Moldy that graduate
students should be eseerepted from
all rules but it has become. in-
creasingly apparent that there
must be %01111. litiration of ex-
isting rules as they now apply to-
wards graduate students.
This is most apparent in the
housing situation. Graduate housing
has been provided in Oxford Hall,
,tra the graduate student lives under
the undergraduate housing code.
Oxford Hall has the largest concen-
tration of graduate students and
here the graduate student's peculiar
situation is most evident. Is there
any reason why proven students,
who have completed four years of
undergraduate study — plus in
many cases have spent considerable
time outside the college community
in education and business, be
grouped with undergraduates?
Many of the undergraduates
living in I nisersity dormitories
are freshmen and nerd the direc-
tion and guidance prosided by
counselors: but do graduate stu-
dents? The difference between
graduate and undergraduate stu-
dent needs has already been rec-
ognized as far as women are con-
cerned when the I. niversity estab-
lished! the Graduate Women's
Residence, which has no curfew.
Howesci, the housing situation is
only one problem currently facing
many giaduate students. With the
growth of the University these pro-
blems are going to become more
numerous and serious. On October
30. a group of graduate students
met unofficially with the Assistant
Dean of the Graduate School, Dr.
John Hakola. One of the major
topics at this meeting was the need
for the graduate students to try to
establish a representative voice in
the college community. A sizeable
majoiity of the people present de-
cided that this idea should be in-
se,tigated and an ad lox committee
as formed to look into the mat-
ter.
Also decided at this meeting was
that [hoc should be a second meet-
mg to faniiliarize all graduate
students with the entire situation.
I his will he held Monday. Novem-
ber 14. at 4:30 in the Loom Room
of the Memorial Union. At this
time plans for a permanent grad-
uate student organization will be
niade.
Folk singers of the highest
caliber. lain anti Sabin are
is hi. have attracted
a huge following of college
age fauna in this cntantr,. See
story. page 2.
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I.C.C. presents dual concert
"Folk singers ... could har.11 find
a more tasteful model than the
work of Ian and Sylvia."
"Re could ueser afford to go to
college," Jay recalls humorously.
now we can buy one."
I he newly-formed Intcrclass
, nuncil will bring two top vocal
itips to Orono for what may be
...oncert of the year. lay and
LtI isruclicals have been scheduled
to piesent a dual concert with Ian
and Sylvia in the Memorial Gym
on November h. 'tickets cost $2.00
and will be available in the Union
on November 13.
Lots of guys born in desperate
poverty lower their horns and
break through the jungle to find
recognition anti tame—some find-
ing partners along OW' Pia, with
whom they can share the spotlight.
But JAI A:sD 'IDE AMERICANS
share lietwoem them she
titan of reafeeng an ambition that
began together as kids in Nets
I ork, and iiiat has blossomed to-
gether as adults in the entertain-
ment world.
At night when they sat around on
the stoops of the tenemerns they
sang together, and there the seed of
their ambition was planted. Their
voices blended beautifully together
and they found they shared the
same enthusiasm for singing, and
the same conviction that America
offered unlimited opportunities for
At oho 'Act.: willing to work.
They began a of *Caod?
Store Concerts' to estabiish a feel-
ing of communication with an
audience. Titey haunted the pawn
shops and took odd job, to get
money for singing and dancing
lessons. They rehesersed in base-
ments and vacant lots. Billed JAY
AND TUE AMERICANS, they- set
out to seek their fortune in late
1961.
In the spring of 1962 they cut a
dub "She Crier, and presented it
to United Artists, who immediately
signed the group to a long-term
contract. "She Cried" was released
and becan.e an instant hit.
During the following three years
JAI AND THE AMERICANS
found more work coming in than
the, could handle. They were
book:ii into the normal one-night.
er circuits, And night club:, tele-
vision and eillk,ge conci it tours.
"Ike could never afford to go to
college,— Jay retails humorously,
'now we can buy one."
I hey'se come a long way from
the 'Candy Store Concerts', but
OKI are still the same kids who
played stick-ball in the streets of
Brooklyn and sang on the stoops
of the tenements with their big
tA REMINDER
The English Proficiency Examination for all students
applying for admission to the Teacher Education Program
will be given Saturday. December 2, beginning promptly at
9:00 a.m. in Hauck Auditorium. Students in the Teacher
Education Program regardless of college are required to pass
this examination before enrolling in student teaching.
dreams and high hopes. "We still
have a long way to go", Sandy ad-
mits. but we're going to make it
all the way — TOGETHER."
"Folk singers ...could hardly
find a more tasteful model than the
svoik of Ian and Sylvia" said the
New York limes in reviewing their
disk. Four Strong Winds. Not only
the Times' formidable critic, but
connuisseu.r. of folk Inuic through-
ou: the United States and Canada.
have beer. co.:anted by the honesty.
the paignaney, the genuine niusical
ability and the scope of Ian and
At a time when everyone who
owns a guitar is testing to get in ms
the folk music windfall, Ian and
S. hia stansl high miouse. she crowd
by virtue of the integrity and good
s,nse inherent in their ...tiers, musi-
cal presentation. The, have the
inv.:W..1de ability to judge what
is good and what is not. They have
the p..tience ansi enthusiasm to
raper' -nt with at song that
right'' for them until their
voices. their areunipan/inetil. their
pacing, their emotions, each as-
- ins.. their tenuous balance in an
artistic unity.
"I heft repertoire of English and
Atileligan classic ballads, mountain
music. Negro blues, cowboy ballads,
and French Canadian material is
Ian and Sylvia are young, young
..•nough to find a direct rapport with
iheir college age followers who
seek, in folk music, reassurance of
the basic values a American life.
Boil. Ian Tyson and Sylvia
Frieker are Canadians. Both were
successful performers in their own
right before they met and sang to-
gether in a Toronto euitee house.
As Is the case with other tine
mtists, the apparent simplicity of
tan and Sylvia's music is the re-
sult of intensive work with theit
matelial and inspired performance.
Fhey babe yet another quality which
marks them as folk singers with a
future — other folk singers like
and respect them
401P
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everyhody's
doin' it . . .
 By Marcia Due
The Inter-Fraternity Council will
hold rush orientation meetings in
the men's dormitories on Wednes-
day, November 15 at 6:30 p.m.
Freshmen about to leave various
impressions at various houses will
find this meeting a must. Informa-
tion and rules of fraternity rush
will be followed by a question and
answer period.
Psychedelia flashes through Phi
Kappa Sigma Friday night from 9
to I with dancing to the "Sensa-
tions."
Best wishes to Jane Survant,
Delta Delta Delta, pinned to Bill
Boulier; Noreen Billings pinned to
George Dunham, Beta Theta Pi;
Joanne Stiles, Chi Omega, pinned
to Steve Conn, Delta Epsilon, Mid-
dlebury; Linda Rand, Alpha Chi
Omega, pinned to Roger Clark, Phi
Kappa Phi; Lynn Edmonds pinned
to Peter Legendre, Sigma Chi;
Peggy Cook pinned to Bill Johnson
Sigma Chi; Caroline Whitehead
pinned to John McElwee, Sigma
Chi; Pat Scammen pined to Bruce
Verrill, Alpha Gamma Rho; Peggy
Look pinned to Howard Neal.
Alpha Gamma Rho; June Whee-
lock engaged to Richard Weeks;
Pam Flannagan engaged to Pete
Finnegan; Lois Kierstead engaged
to Bob Pitch, USAF; Judy Cooper
engaged to Ralph Newbert, Farm-
ington State; Peggy Cumming, Phi
Mu, engaged to Jim Drummey, St.
Bonaventure; Joy Langmaid engaged
to Davy Greer.
TDIPLE ISRAEL
Center Street Old Town
JEWISH SERVICES
Every Sunday
900 A. M.
Breakfast Served
MR.
EXTENDS
YOU A
FRIENDLY
WELCOME
VISIT ONE OF
MAINE'S
GREAT STORES
• SPORT COATS
• FARAH AND
HAGGAR
SLACKS
• BOSTONIAN
LOAFERS
• ARROW SHIRTS
• CONVERSE
TENNIS
• PARIS BELTS
• LONDON FOG
COATS
• LAKELAND
COATS
WE INVITE YOUR
CHARGE ACCOUNT
A J. - CLOS/If/TN
MINS & BOY'S
STORE
tONORIM MAIN Si'
OLD TOWN
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The Subject "Was" Roses
Barushok breaks Masque casting tradition
by V. Kerry Inman
The casting is finished and work
is proceeding on the next Maine
Masque Theatre production. The
production, The Subject Was Roses,
is an autobiographical play by
Frank Gilroy, Set in the West
Bronx just after World War II, it
is the story of a soldier and his
return home. The play presents the
problems of readjustment of both
parents and son.
James Barushok, who directed
such outstanding productions as
The Fantastix and Rose Tatoo,
direct the play.
Dick Sawyer will play Timmy,
the homecoming soldier. Mr. Saw-
yer is • Maine Masquer and has
held several roles in Maine Masque
productions including Georg:. in
Our Town, a father in The Fan-
testis, and a lover in Tartaffe.
The father, a salesman who has
fought his way up in the business
world, will be played by John Bal-
lou. Now a Bangor city councilor,
Mr. Batton is a former Maine Mas-
quer. He has been a supporter of
community and university theatre
and has directed, acted and assisted
in many local productions including
Floral°. Under the Milk wood. and
Mad Woman of Chaillot.
The third part, that of Timmy's
mother, has been double east.
Caroline Dodge and Faith Dort
will alternate appearances during
the period which the play runs.
Caroline Dodge is a Maine Mas-
quer and has performed in the
chorus in Italian Straw Hat, as a
witch in MacBeth. and as Constance
Neville in She Stoops to Conquer.
Faith Dort. a member of the Ban-
gor Civic Theatre, has appeared in
recent local productions such as
Our Town, The Mad Woman of
Chaillot, The American Dream,
and The Bald Soprano.
The casting of this play has
been a departure from Maine
Masque tradition in two mays.
First, the cast includes talent from
nearby communities,. and second-
ly, a single role has been double
east. The results of this interest-
ing departure will become known
when the curtain rises December
12.
Besides being interesting, the
casting of the play has become the
subject of controversy among per-
sons interested in university theatre.
THE CHALET
Rill Gavels
Tyrol,
NEXT DOOR TO CAMPUS
ON COLLEGE AVENUE
PLAY
MONEY CIRCLE
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
Bill Gavett
CHEVRON
AT THE ORONO END
OF THE BRIDGE
ATLAS TIRES
and
BATTERIES
WE HONOR YOUR NEW' PHILLIPS 66 CREDIT CARDS
Ho• wso
interview
130 companies
in haW an hour.
Talk to the roan from General Electric. He repre-
sents 130 separate GE "companies" that deal in
everything from space research to electric tooth-
brushes. We call them product departments. Each
one is autonomous with its own management and
business objectives. That's why a job at General
Electric offers the kind of immediate responsibil-
ity you might expect to find only in a small busi-
ness. Right from the start you get a chance to
demonstrate your initiative and individual capa-
bilities. And the more you show us, the faster you
will move ahead. As you do, you'll find that you
don't necessarily have to spend a lifetime working
on the same job in the same place. We have opera-
tions all over the world. Chances are you'll get to
try your hand at more than one of them. Our inter-
viewer will be on campus soon. If you're wondering
whether it's possible to find challenging work in big
business, please arrange to see him. He speaks for
130 "companies."
CENERALII ELECTRIC
111 equal opportuntty employ.,
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Come gather 'round people
Wherever you roam
And admit that the waters
Around you have grown.
And accept it that soon
You'll be drenched to the bone,
If your time to you is worth savin'
Then you better start swimmin'
Or you'll sink like a stone,
For the times they are a-changin'!
Bob Dylan
To communicate is the beginning of understanding AT&T
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Maine jazzists
•
The Maine Campus Page Five
▪ Hamming it up for free
Radio club offers telegram
The University Jazziet prae-
tf-es E or.1 HoU fer their
react:day. November 16 c
ceri in he Uni,nt's Main
1,( ge.
"Senior-senior", three
undergrads in Jazztet
by Paul MacGarvey
"College student disguised as a
gray-haired music store merchant
from Bangor. and three U. of M.
students make up the University
Jazztet. The Lintel. a well-balanced
group. is not officially related to
the University but for the past four
years their activities have centered
around the University.
The group is a very fluid organ-
ization. hating gone through
ninny transformation. since it.
conception in (965. At one lime
they numbered six and were
known as the University sextet.
The present quartet has been to-
gether for three year. with the
excepiion of the drummer, who is
a freshman.
The pianist. Bill Deacon, is a
"senior-senior- who graduated from
a Maine some 27 years .,go. He now
runs a music store in Bangor. Jim
Howe. a juniin music major from
Old Town, plays the bass for the
group. Also a music major is the
• saxophone player. Marshall Dcmott.
a senior from Orono. On the drums
is Roger Ballau, a freshman liberal
arts student froni Reading. Mass.
All four members of the Jazztet
have had substantial musical experi-
ence. The three senior musicians
play for thc Bangor Symphony.
and Jim and Marshall play for both
the University orchestra and the
!sand. Jim was a counselor at the
National Music Camp at Inter-
lochen. Michigan, and wants to at-
tend graduate school at Michigan
State.
In its early years the Jazziet
played mostly hard jazz but has
recently evolved into a softer form.
The Jazztet plays everything from
Bossa-Nova to traditional American
jazz. They don't seem to take them-
selves too seriously and as a result
they have a very easy style. This
eas, style may also be because their
concerts are given free and are as
much for the enjoyment of group
as for the audience.
If you wish to enjoy their kind
of music they will be playing in the
Main Lounge of the Memorial
Union on Thursday. November 16
from 7:00 to 9:0(1 p.m They're a
sound worth bearine.
ECONOMY FURNITURE
01.D TOWN
827-24114
GOVERNORS ? ? ?
What is it?
A great place to eat
Where is it?
On Stillwater Ave., Stillwater
Come on up after the game or we'll deliver free
on all orders over $3.00.
GOVERNOR'S
STILLWATER 827-1277
Free deli er7s on all sa.00 orders
The U. of M. Amateur Radio
Club has resumed its free message
service for Maine students. This
service provides students with a
free "telegram" service to almost
anywhere in the world, including
servicemen in Vietnam.
Message handling is one aspect
of amateur radio which interested
amateurs perform for the public.
hey are known collectively across
the country as the National Traffic
System. As this service is performed
as a hobby, a complete guarantee
of delivery cannot he made.
-I his service has been performed
for almost fifty years and it has
proven highly reliable. The mes-
-ages themselves ,ire systematically
Your
Music
Headquarters
• Sheet Music
• Books
• Instruments
• Organs
• Pianos
MUSIC house N._
• .14 mess L. Napo, 1,4 .41-miss
Everything Fine in Music
for the Whole Family
vela cd I t.oni station to station un-
til they arrive in the area of desti-
nation. The niessages are then
usually delivered by the telephone.
To take advantage of the service,
students ne,:ti only to fill out a mes-
sage form. These forms are avail-
able no.t to the news counter in
the NT:mail:II Union. The completed
service
tout, IN then placed in a container
which is emptied each day at 5
P.M. when the messages are being
sent.
The only request asked of the
students is for brief messages,
legible hand writing, complete ad-
dresses and a telephone message
when possible.
IAMPUS
ir •
Never-Iron
Traditional Shirts
Button-Down Collar
Tapered Fit
Stripes — Checks
Solid Colors
./ 83.98
CUTLER'S MEN'S STORE
OLD TOWN
SHOP & SAVE
19 MILL STREET — ORONO
LATE WEEK FEATURES —
MEAT DEPARTMENT
CHUCK ROAST Bone in
CHUCK STEAK
STEW BEEF
H A M— Shankless and Skinless — Face Portion
GROCERY DEPARTMENT
Chase & Sanborn Coffee - Reg. - Drip - Fine
Soft Weve Toilet Tissue — Assorted colors — 2's
Octagon Liquid — 48 oz.
Fireside Fig Bars — 2 lb. pkg.
Kidd's Marshmallow Creme — 18 oz.
Hunt's Solid Pack Tomatoes
PRODUCE DEPARTMENT
New Mexico Lettuce
Florida Grapefruit — Pink or white
Florida Cucumbers
43c lb.
53c lb.
78c lb.
53c lb.
lb. 69c
4 for 89c
49c
3 for $1.00
49c
3 for $1.00
25c
6 for 59c
3 for 25c
Serving ) MI Is Our Pleasure
8:30 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
8:30 A.M. • 9:00 P.M. Thursday, Friday
8:00 A.M. - 6:30 P.M. Saturday
winning!
For years ae backed a losing hose—the
Maine Student Senate. Time and again we went
to the polis and invested our trust in the officials
and son:110:s we elected; time and again the
Sen.:te failed to even shovi. Time and again we
had a hidden cut nipped out of our tuition and
time and again we wondered where the money
went when our nag ambled off the course to
shoot the bull. Now, suddenly this year. it
dawns on us that our dark horse is not only off
and running, but way up in front.
Last spring the Student Senate was little
more than a junior politicians club to which we
never really belonged although we all reluctant-
ly had to pay dues. It was ridiculed by Universi-
ty students, or else entirely ignored. This year,
however, the Student Senate has been trans-
formed under President Jim Turner's able hand
into an entirely different breed of animal never
seen here before. For the first time the Senate
is an organization which represents the students
of the University of Maine; for the fist time
the Senate is operating with imagination, ener-
gy, and drive.
It is difficult to explain this sudden trans-
formation after all these years. Perhaps it is a
newly-elected breed of senators who have more
fire in them than to sit about discussing the finer
points of Robert s Rules of Order. Or perhaps
it is the new Senate President, Jim I sirnei-, and
his staff who are responsible for flryging new
life into a dead horse.
This much is certain: like his pietlecessor.
Stan Wentzell, before him. Jim Turner mark a
number of campaign promises. llnlike his pred-
ecessor before him. Jim Turner hits obsiously
matched his words with action.
Jim Turner promised last spring to lire up
the Political Lyceum Committee and get ex-
citing and prominent speakers to come to
Orono. So far this year we have had a sisit
from former U. S. Senator Barry Goldwater.
Representing a different political tack. we have
heard from porminent Senate dose. Mial Hat-
field. Although plans are not gelled and the
Committee is cu. tailed by a shortage of nione.
Jim Turner may very well pull off a feat (It
remarkable showmanship. imagination, and
resourcefulness sometime in early December it
plans come off to hold a •letnant debate on
campus between Dove Semi°, George MeGos.
ern (D-N. D.) and Hawk Senator Gale McGee
(D-Wyo.).
Another of Jim Turner's promises was (I,
work toward replacing the Uniscrsity's current
fuzzily-written discipline code with something
less ambiguous and consequently fairer. Jim
Turner has worked well. He has gotten Deal
Godfrey of the Po..tland Law School to draw
up a clearer discipline code. Presently. various
Senate committees are working over the new
discipline code hammering it out, fitting in tie'',
proposals and amendments, and generall:.
adapting it for campus use.
Jim Turner proposed last year that it be
the perogative of University instructois to ex-
cuse from final examinations all students hold-
ing down an honour grade (A or El). This pro-
posal has been drawn up and is now up for a
vote. Clearly. Turner has seen another promise
through.
In addition to the above. Jim Turner and
the Senate have done everything from ra1.11,,
minimum student wages from 31.00 hourly to
$1.15. to making calendar changes which re-
sult in a vastly longer semester break, to found-
ing a Yankee Conference Student Governmeni
Conference to share ideas on solving common
campus problems.
This year the Senate has moved into all
areas. It is currently examining off-campus
housing conditions, while, at the same time.
seeking to bring into the open fo.. reassessmeni
the matter of "upstairs" privileges for both
fraternities and dortnitories. Throughout the
state the Senate-sponsored HEMY has been in
touch with 184 schools. In the academic area.
plans are afoot for a course evaluation booklet
which will avoid the pitfalls of earlier ones by
being all-inclusive, editorially constant. and
complete with the pertinent statistics.
And the year is far from over! Jim Turner
and the rest of the Student Senate hive done a
splendid job so far; who knows what the future
holds in store.
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the new morality
of mark VIII
hs 1.1 i. 111
ilK response to my letter in octense of virtue has ex-
ceeded my expectations. The rallying cry has gone out! The
clarion has callei the righteous to the standards of virtue!
Where before I was only a weak voice crying out in as desert
of depravity and degeneration. I now find that my larynx is
vibrant w it!, Inc net, -found vigor and vitality. The strength
of thousands is now behind each thrust of my pen. So with
innervated courage !abark on this quest to vanquish the
virulent offspring of vice which is creeping into our strong-
hold and infecting all with the toxin of temptation.
You eeoff? You say morely that this pr ter of the
pone is pnttillg on? Nay. I say. I,et only the sincere
real I MI. Let the ihmlitee. tan with ,fi.iff by the way.
sidle. Let us junk tlie Juilases who would hetray our
miss' .
There arc others who have abandoned the way of wan-
tonness and embarked on the path of purity. Take. for ex-
ample. the camas of these champions of the chaste who are
trying to prevent a twentieth century Sockm and Gomorrah.
The "Yours for a Stronger Youth" committee in New York
is formtni: a "No Sex Before Marriage'. club, and is furnish-
ing. for the small sum of SI.00. a lovely certificate. 8 x II
and suitable for framing. showing membership in this club.
with his or her name inscribed thereon. In addition, they- are
also furnished buttons and wallet-size card'.•
Inspiring. is it not? no you s' user still, afraid of the
snickers .of snide inulento who would ishisper brititol
oil r liark? 1.4.1 this missive imitrows ylour hiliof iii the
Ivrili,rotent of morality on fa m pus : linus you arc not
alone!
Some are saying that an enviionment purged of the tor-
ment of temptation, is sterile and unrealistic. They say that
when we move out into the corrupt •,orld which surrounds
us, we will he unprepared. Ts. this I say: peruse the past.
Three_ccnerations have been fed ittli ilourishelLot me, same
SYs_tertt_htores have chanced buLladith in fitly sears, as is
and re_aulations whicn ve are subject.
*F.Ailor's notr: This orgattizal.   I its offerings
are genuine. Those interested should us rite to KELCRO,
568 Freeman Street, Corning, New York 14830.
winning? . le
Petitions. Curiosity. What excuse can I give
those guys now? That will never pass. Endless
discussions, enthusiasm. disapproval. And it
will never work out and I am all for it. The
coed at Maine is frantically asking: "what
about that no-curfew policy? In girl's dorms,
the petitions about self-imposed closing hours
raise hopes, fears and above all a multitude of
tin and vague question marks.
ew girls seem to question the main purposes
and the idea behind the program. Seniors in
particular are aware of the widening gap be-
tween their overly-protected college life and
what they call the "real modern world." In
less than a year, they will have to face, on
their own, the responsibilities of organizing
their private life, taking a job, or finding A
place to live. "I'll be in Boston next year"
says an English major "I wish I had a chance
now to decide my own evening curfews;
the campus seems the right place to start learn-
ing.... 1 mean learning something else than
mere academic stuff." Various other arguments
make up the case for self-imposed closing-
hours; for instance, some coeds would like to
work later at night in the Bangor area as wait-
resses or cashiers in order to pay for part of a
tuition bill; others would study with off-campus
friends; and .....this may seem stupid," adds
a girl from York, "but have you ever been in-
volved in a really interesting conversation and
Lb_ang-12 o'clock and 
you have to drop every-
thing and hurry?"
To some women students, however, the actu-
al 12 o'clock closing hour offers at least the
alternative of a secure status quo. a credible
excuse in getting rid of a boring date and a
postponing of the bothersome responsibilities of
deciding for one's self. Most of the uncertain-
ties and indecisions on the proposed "no closing
issue" stem from a lack of information. A self-
imposed curfew barely entails an open-door
policy with "strange men entering the dorms
to strangle sleeping coeds." Security devices,
extra expenses, as well as broader counseling
for underclassmen would definitely be needed.
On a more practical level, various systems
can be used in eliminating the actual curfew. In
a report to the AWS Constitution Committee,
Sharon Sullivan, president of the Associated
Women Students mentions different possibili-
ties.
Under the "key system," each "eligible" coed
receives upon deposit a stamped key. The key
left in the Reception Room of each dorm can
be signed out on request. This system would
entail a key check for security purposes and
various rules concerning loss, "borrowing," or
duplication of keys and consequently, added
work for dorm personnel.
A system of computerized ID's would be a
diffierent version of the "key system." a stu-
dent could open the main door by inserting her
card in a computer programmed time lock. An
alarm would sound if more than one student
entered at a time.
Another alternative is a regular 3 hour duty
shift under the Work Study Plan. The student
on duty would let the girl in upon "showing
proper identification." The same could be done
by the Campus Police. The Security officers
could, when called from designated phones on
campus, or at specific intervals—perhaps every
half hour--unlock the dorm front door for the
incoming girls. These last 2 "solutions" would
also entail expenses such as wages for Work
Study coeds or for additional Security officers.
Other universities and colleges have--suc-
cessfully it seems—overcome such difficulties.
In New England, U. of Connecticut and U. of
Rhode Island have no curfew for senim. Iiext
year. UNIT will extend its no  senior curfe.w_Ii7
fuliAK-accds. U. Mass has kept a curfew
&ram only for fres  IT—FierMITOsi or Me farger-
leges in the countliTave revised—partly or a
whole—their former closing hour system: Syra-
cuse University. Michigan State. Purdue Uni-
versity, Cortland U., U. of Maryland and Iowa
State to mention only a few. Under the no-
curfew program, each school has adopted dif-
ferent systems depending on their specific
situations.
Here at Maine, the self-imposed curfew will
soon be brought up for discussion in each wo-
men's dormitory.
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To the Editor:
IF In his letter to the editor, Mark
Wc,odward categorizes UNI as a
"vault of virtue" and states that
other institutions have been "sink-
ing in sin, languishing in lust, and
wallowing in wantonness". He
seems very proud of the virtuous
atmosphere in which he is gaining
his "education." Rut of what value
is the virtue he admires? Avoidance
of problems — whether they be
acadeinic or social — is no way to
gain insights into thent. As so aptly
put by John Milton in "Paradise
Lost" and Mark Twain in "The
Ntan Who Corrupted Haddleyburg",
virtue without temptation is no
virtue at an.
The temptation I speak of is not
Mr. Woodward's sin. lust and
.wantonness. but the temptation of
life itself! If this institution is to
educate, then it must prepare us for
what lies ahcad. lo create a sterile
environment is to deprive us of the
a. *education — in life — which we
seek anti of which academic know-
ledge ts but a part. It going to Pat's
or the Den until 10:30 is considered
by Mr. Woodward to be a step to-
ward sin, lust and wantonness, then
I suggest that he takes a long, hard
look at his concept of virtue.
Yes Mr. Woodward, I would like
FOR THE FINEST
CAMERA EQUIPMENT
GO TO
DAY'S
Cameras
film
flash bulbs
all at discount prices
No. Main St. Old Town
to see "all this" crumble before the
onslaught of the thousands who lurk
outside our locked doors. Yes I
would like to see a re-evaluation of
the meaning of education. Yes I
would like to see the students of
UNI be given the preparation
needed in order to meet the com-
plex academic, industrial and
socially
-interactive problems which
20th century Americans face. My
compiaint is not with the academic
preparation UM students receive —
it is with your attitude that shelter-
ing students from normal car-dates,
until 10:30, will build their charac-
ter, their moral fiber, and enhance
their education.
If your views predominate, then
when students graduate and face the
real so-called corrupt world, they
will be unprepared to cope with the
problem of the thief who will at-
tempt to burglarize their own per-
sonalized "vault of virtue".
Mel Colchamiro
•
pure
To the Editor:
In his letter to the editor which
appeared October 26. Mark Wood-
ward-eight makes some rather
strong claims: I seriously wonder
if he is hiding under his bed in
fear of the "thousands who now
lurk outside" his locked door.
for one, doubt very much that the
University of Maine is, despite its
rustic charni. "the last bastion of
purity in a corrupt world". The
question that enters my mind is
how virtuous is a person whose
virtue is untested. Is a person
really virtuous who is loathe to face
the problems for which his virtue is
designed?
Someday Mark may have to un-
lock his door and venture forth into
this great corruptness which man
has fashioned foi himself; I hope
for his sake that the day is not too
distant in the future. In his present
flame of mind. Mark can call him-
self concerns:J, hut he would he
Aretching the truth to call himself
a student.
Roger A. Roy
•
primitive
To the Editor:
Ever since our daughter applied
for admission at the University of
Maine a year ago I have had cloth-
ing but the highest praise for all
that has taken place, that is, until
half-time at homecoming.
Never in my life have I experi-
enced anything like the shock of
having a bayonet and gun held on
me that day. Even now I am shaken
to think that an institution of
higher learning should resort to
and sanction a performance of
such a prim:Hive nature. I would
hate to think I had a son to be so
"honored".
War should be the last possible
resort in the affairs of men. I feel
the half-time performance was done
in extremely poor taste. I agree
with the editorial which appeared
SIGN UP NOW
STUDY SKILLS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
IMPROVE YOUR
Study Habits
Reading Speed
Time Utilization
Note Taking
Exam Preparation
Hear University Professor
Panel discuss, "How I
Would Study"
6 sessions begin
November 14, 4:10 p.m.
Sign up in
Testing and Counseling Serviee
Office, 102 Education Building
GREAT FILMS FROM
FILM CLASSICS
Sunday, Nov. 12
THE TRIAL BY KAFKA
The best recreation of the book ever done.
Sunday, Nov. 19
SPY WITH A COLD NOSE
starring Las. rence Horses
Meet Secret Agent K-9 . . . The funniest spy ever
unleashed.
Sunday, Nov. 26
SKY ABOVE, MUD BELOW
Academy Award winning adventure film of the first
expedition into the uncharted region of New Guinea,
ALL FILMS 8:00 P. M. • IIAI N. AUDITORIUM
in the CAMPUS signed P S TT.
Let us hope that never again will a
visit to the campus be marred by
such a low grade exhibition, and
that once again praise for the Uni-
versity can flow from my lips. If
you know no better way to honor
the dead let me know and I'll help
you.
virginia Phillips
•
pained
To the Editor:
.valize that the rompus is
undergoing growing. pains in its
transition to its new location and
presses, and we can tolerate a rea-
sonable amount of delay in getting
the paper printed. Once the paper
is printed, however, we feel that
the delay involved in sending the
Campus to off-campus students is
inexcusable and discriminatory.
How can commuting students be
criticized for not taking a more
active part in university activities
when in most Cases we don't even
know what's going on until after
it's over? We understand that the
distribution of papers off-campus
depends upon the U.S. Postal Serv-
ice, but is it unreasonable to assume
that it does not take mail a week
to get from the University to the
Orono post office?
If the Campus expects to be "A
Progressive Newspaper Serving a
Growing University." it must make
an effort to reach the entire student
body, not just those students with-
in shouting distance of the Campus
office.
Charles 0. Spencer
Cheryl Lawson
Stephanie Scanlin
Terry E. Hopkins
et of.
garland
makes all the differents
As Advertised in November
Seventeen
Your Coed
Charge Account
is alscays invited
Garland Makes All The
Differents... Dresses too... this one
with a mock-turtle collar, action pleat and mad-
money patch pockets In a beautiful ribbon plaid
of confectionary colors spiced with white. Come
see the entire Garland dress collection today
Garland dresses from $16.00 to $22.00
Sizes 6 to 16
H. M. GOLDSMITH
76-78 North Main St. Old Town
6611 If you're looking for something to wear
Come on up and well pay the fare
W,rpner gets dress pictured in ad
Last week's winner: Pauline Mae Stevens
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Coed hours eliminated at Louisiana college
GRINNELL, Ia. (I.P.) Grin-
nell College has abolished Women's
hours effective immediately. Presi-
dent Glenn Leggett said the Board
of Trustees approved the new
policy in the belief "that any regula-
tion of college women's hours,
either by the college or by the in-
dividual, is a matter of security
rather than morality and that rea-
sonable security can be assured
within the women's residences with-
out the necessity of the college's
maintaining an arbitrary 'hours'
system.-
Dean of 'A omen Alice 0. Lon
said the decision was made after
careful and lengthy discussion
among individual students, the
representatives of student govern.
ment groups, the Faculty Commit-
tee on Student Affairs, and the
student deans.
"The college is aware that signi-
ficant changes have occurred over
the years in attitudes and practices
which affezt the social regulations
of women, "Dean Low said. "These
changes have been reflected in a
gradual relaxation of the time
limits which have been imposed on
college women in their freedom to
remain outside the college dormi-
tories, and the hours imposed on
most campuses today are far more
liberal than they were only a
decade ago."
"The way a student uses his or
her time clearly has an effect on
the individual's academic success
and social life, but the relative
effect varies greatly on individuals
and at different times," Dean Lon
said.
"From an academic point or
view, it seems likely that self-
regulation, with its inherent neces-
sity for the sometimes painful
development of self-discipline and
an increasingly intelligent sensitiv-
ity to priorities and proportion,
has a firmer educational justifica-
tion than a gradually relaxing
system of arbitrary hours set by
the college."
"The responsibility must rest
with the individual student and
with her parents in their normal
family relationship," she added.
Some say we specialize in power...
power for propulsion ... power for
auxiliary systems power for aircraft,
missiles and space vehicles ... power for
marine and industrial applications.
. they're right.
And wrong.
It might be said, instead, that we specialize in people, for
we believe that people are a most
important reason for our company's success. We act
on that belief.
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate
them well. Give them the equipment and facilities only a
leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
You could be one of the reasons for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
success ... if you have a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in:
MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL
• CHEMICAL • CIVIL • MARINE • INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY
• CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS
. COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING SCIENCE
• ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
And we could be the big reason for your success. Consult
your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L.
Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.
Pratt &Whitney Aircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
AD,V.S.ON uN,TEC AiPte..0 FT COMM
A
As Foust Opportunity Imployot
Two shows
to benefit-
Coffee House
November 10 and II The Coffee
House will charge admission for
the first and only time this year.
Everyone who attends the Benefit
Weekend will be charged fifty cents
admission in order to finance the
extensive redecorations that have
been made. This weekend there will
be two performances nightly, one
at 8:00 and one at 10:00.
Guitar music is featured for Bene-
fit Weekend. Friday night perform-
ances will be given by: Barry Roe,
Zoltan Vasale, Diane McPherson,
and Keith Carreiro. The following
night will bring more music by:
Dan Kossoff. Rob Lorrimer. Carla
Bryson and Pete Libby. and "The
Neo-Realistic Interpretation Ltd."
Wednesday. November 15. The
Coffee House will present mem-,
bers of the International Affairs
Club reading foreign poetry in
every language from Chinese to
Spanish.
COMPACT
CONTACT
CONTACT LENS
40 l-Si,i'.,si 5555111,41
LENSINE
NE
•iapi Oi 1111111$
Why carry around a whole
chemistry set full of potions
for wetting, cleaning and
soaking contact lenses?
Lensine is here! lt's an alt.
purpose solution for complete
lens care, made by the
Murine Company
So what eise is new,
Well, the removable
lens carrying case
on the bottom of
every bottle, that's
new, too. And its
exclusive with
Lensine, the
solution for
all your contact
lens problems
UNSINE
for contacts
Orono,
A
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Augusta proposes new building Coffee House drama
pending acceptance of question 4 stars Colby Playersherl" ..... and s4.1"' Sdsc usthe Coffee House found itself
The University of \la:nes newest
campus in Augusta is not really a
campus at all yet. unless you take
the point of view that the whole
city is its campus.
With classrooms, library, and of-
fices in the State Armory. a church
parish house, Cony High School.
and a renovated fire department
sub-station, the infant campus is
either the state's largest — or non-
existent.
UMA opened its doors three
years ago in the fall of 1965 and
this fall it had tripled its student
body and achieved one of its major
goals — two new two-year associate
degree programs.
"Physical facilities, however, are
a vital need for UMA if we are to
provide high quality, low cost col-
legiate education to students in the
Greater Augusta Area." says Lloyd
Jewett, director of the Augusta
campus since its inception. "A class-
room-library-office building com-
plex would permit the flexibility we
need to develop curriculum for both
day and evening programs, in-
clusion of a proper science pro-
gram, and building of an adequate
library."
The proposed new building, one
of the items in Question Four of
the Nov. 7 referendum, would also
provide a bonus that is in some
respects intangible and difficult to
assess: a collegiate environment.
•"This is something that is difficult
to develop in our present situation,"
Jewett said, "but it is important to
the growth of the Augusta campus,
and to the total impact of the col-
lege years on its students."
While the administrative offices
were moved this fall to new quar-
ters on Western Avenue. and classes
are expected to be held there when
6 renovation is completed in Febru-
ary, the facilities are rented, and
not owned, by the university.
The young campus, a reality only
since 1965, has been keeping pace
. in those short three years with the
enrollment projections made by the
university which forecast 1.875
students in 1971-72. This fall 174
students enrolled in full-time day
programs, and another 1,000 are in
the Continuing Education Division.
With this fall's entering class,
the largest yet. UMA inaugurated
two new programs which are not
offered anywhere else in the uni-
FUN WORKING
IN EUROPE
Jobs Abroad Guaranteed
BRUSSELS: The Intl Student
Information Service, non-profit,
today announced that 1,000
GUARANTEED JOBS
ABROAD are available to
young people 171i to 40, Year-
Round and Summer. The new
34 page JOBS ABROAD maga.
zinc is packed with on-the-spot•
photos, stories and information
about your JOB ABROAD.
Applications are enclosed.
LANGUAGE .CULTURE • FUN -
PAY-TRAVEL. For your copy
send 8E00 AIRMAIL to: ISIS,
133 Rue Hotel des Monnaies,
Brussels 6, Belgium.
Versit — two isSeCiale degree
programs in libeial studies, and
public administration.
The liberal studies program is
planned for students who maj con-
tinue their education in senior col-
leges. while the public administra-
tion course is terminal. Intended
for students who do not plan to go
beyond the first two years. it offers
a program of general. semi-pro-
fessional, and occupational-techni-
cal education, combined with liberal
arts. Students who select the ad-
ministration program have two
options, business or public adminis-
tration.
These developments are in keep-
ing with the underlying philosophy
of the Augusta branch — the need
to provide the young people of the
Capital City area with an op-
portunity to acquire a high quality
education as economically as pos-
sible.
Director Jewett points out, how-
ever, that while cost education is a
factor at a commuter campus. it
does not mean that commuter edu-
cation at Augusta is any less ex-
pensive to the university than
dormitory education at Orono.
"The caliber of our faculty is the
same." he said.
The Ma faculty is also expand-
ing its leer eillUsle series, begun
lasi jear, and a Film Series, which
was offered last winter in a limited
edition. A .... ng the forthcoming
lectuic-music events planned are
Prof. Robert York. Gotham Col-
lege &J o. %% Ito mill speak on
historical sites in Maine: a Christ-
uas chorale: U.M. Prof. Edward
Ives. well-known folklorist: arid a
'and l discussion on instruments of
foreign policy by UMA faculty
members Dr. Hadley. Smith, Prof.
Jean Andrew, and Prof. Martin
Polstein. all of whom have spent at
years overseas.
Maine Bridge 4:11111
he Litiversity of Maine Bridge
( will meet Friday at 7:10 pan.
in the 1.tiaii Room of the Me-
iiuoi i.ul Li lion. weeks us timers
were:
I & 2 4 lie) Boit Lennox, Ed
Bengt:It:dot t. Pew: Beat hani.
I lcanor Mason.
3 Mr. and Nth.. B. aeran34.
4 alr. and 51?.. [Look] 1),:vcao
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
CLASS RINGS
by Herff Jones
Skip Reynolds - Lambda Chi Alpha
See the Ring Diplas and 1.1,11, from Skip ito,,-
Memorial Union Lobby
Tuesday 2 - Wednesday 3 • 5
PPG-INDUSTRIES- CHEMICAL DIAISION
(Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company)
ON CAMPUS
Moth), December 18
TO INTERVIEW
Chemical Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Civil Engineers
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE IN:
Production; Development; Engineering
Design; Construt.tion; Research; Sales;
Technical and General Management,
LOCATIONS:
Texas, Ohio, Louisiana, West Virginia
and Pennsylvania
— Brochures on file at Placement Office —
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
still waiting for Gotha Friday even-
ing berme closing for repairs. In
Place of Wailing jor Go/tor The
Colby Players presented a short
dialogue by Lune, Broughton en.
titled -1 he I ea Word and a humor-
ous monologue by Donald 1 homas
In The 1.not Donals
h as and Ginger Dupont playec
the roles of a couple living out thc
last minutes before the end of the
world. The Tao Word is set in con-
trast to "In the beginning was the
Word". lit, I ati Word makes no
claims to infallibility but makes a
good coffee house production.
Donald 1 humus pet formed ex-
ceptionally an unidentified
drunk making his last. almost-pro-
found statements. (Orliger Ditpont
plased the tole of an ambiguous
someone else.
1 he dialogue included comments
on every contioaessi al Neel front
Politics to sex .at times II was
tills. bill Int,t c often shocking
Lady Bird." is at once pathetic and
satiric. Objections are not un-
founded to the statement: "I once
thought I saw the Holy Spirit like
a great bird flapping its wings in
the cathedral, trying to get out."
It was in general an interesting
anti well-presented dialogue of
avant-garde theatre. Such produc-
tions are an integral part of today's
hit-tie woild. and a welcome ap-
pcaiance on the university sarnpus.
Vit. Lost Word was followed by
a spa‘lie monologue presented by
Donald Thomas. Mr. Thomas'
aiLe-. were for the most part
iii rinal mid exceedingly. humorous.
(hey were nt.: satiric. His style is
siuuujLmr to niaay of the popular
comedians of today, and only in a
test eases inferior.
Tor their Friday night perform-
ance the ( °lb), Players are to be
commended and the Coffee House
is to be thanked for bringing to the
campus as-ant-guide theatre of ex-
ceptionally good quality.
Playtex "Cross - Your- Heart"
Fashion Magic Bras
with stretsh
straps
"Cross-Your-Heart" for better uplift, sep-
aration, fit and comfort with these Fashion
Magic Bras.
A. Bra with stretch straps. White. Sizes 32A to
36A, 328 to 40B, 32C to 40C 2 for $6
B. Cross-Your-Heart bra. White. Sizes 32A to
36A, 328 to 40B, 32C to 40C 2 for 25
320 to 420 2 for 111
Top cup: cotton, rayon. Bottom cup and back
100% cotton. Elastic: rayon, cotton, spandex.
nylon. Center rI,msiis nylon, spandex. Exclusive
of other elastic
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The 'miracle man'
Jan Peerce in
by Tracy Bronson
Everyone knows Jan Peerce. Even
those who aren't opera fans have a
warm spot in their hearts for this
renowned tenor. During his fantas-
tic career his name has become con-
nected, not only with musical ex-
cellence, but with warmth and
charm. Critics have acclaimed him
as a "miracle man" and "one of
the most phenomenal singers of our
time." He is said to possess "fine
artistry and ringing clarity" and
"true, yet controlled, emotional-
ism." With this reputation Jan
Peerce comes to Orono for a No-
vember 13 concert.
Although his parents hoped he
would study medicine, as a boy
Mr. Peerce took violin lessons in
New York City'., Lower East Side.
His vocal training Came in spare
time, not as his major study. He
worked in a jazz comin . at the
Astor Hotel, and at Radio City
Mu- Hall.
Jan Peerce, as an opera singer,
was Arturo Toscanini's favorite
tenor. His debut at the Metropolitan
Opera came in 1941, and he has
since performed in Europe, Japan,
South America, Australia, Afric,a,
Israel, and the Soviet Union.
Everywhere, he has earned raves
and bravos. He has become fami-
liar to the American public through
his records, ranging from opera to
folk music and popular ballads, and
radio and television appearances.
For his 8 p.m. concert in the
Memorial Gym, Mr. Peerce has
selected music by Bach, Scarlatti,
Handel, Shubert, Paladilhe, Four-
drain, Donizetti, Turina, Bach'
maninoff, and Verdi.
Students may pick up their
tickets in 123 Lord Hall; only an
I.D. is necessary.
This week also gives us an
opportunity to se, the music facul-
ty in action as Clayton Hare. and
Dorothy Swetnam present a con-
cert on November 10 in the laird
Maine sports cars
concert run in gymkhana
lCild a Os is ri.0 0 the following drivers success-
charge, fully competed in the University of
M Sports Car Mr. Hare, violinist, performed as
a soloist and in ensemble for sev-
eral years in Europe and studied
conducting under Sir Landon
Ronald and Pierre Monteux before
coming to Maine. Dorothy Swet-
nam has toured as a pianist with
many noted artists and as a
soloist.
For four seasons Mr. Hare and
Miss Swetnam haute conducted the.
Victoria Summer School of Music
in Victoria, British Columbia.
There, students from around the
world gather fo.r classes in strings,
piano, and wind.
This month's concert will in-
clude Mozart's Sonata in A Major;
Beethoven's Sonata in G Major,
Opus 96; Delius' Sonata Number 3;
Prayer by Handel-Flesch; La Capri-
cieuse by Elgar, and Sarasates
Ligeunerweisen,
We 141
We have to because we're under-
staffed and overworked.
Here's where you come in.
Work for a growing newspaper.
Long on hours, short on pay.
We're not a great metropolitan
newspaper with superman on our
staff but we try harder.
THE MAINE CAMPUS
ai ne Club Gymkhana
held Sunday:
Class A — Mr. "X" in a 427 Cor-
vette in 1:06.2
Class B — Jim McCurdy in a
Mustang in 1:06.7
Class C — Ted Prince in a MGB-
Gt in 1:D6
Class D — Denham Ward in a
TR-3 in 1:11.4
Class E — Braley Gray in a 610
in :08.3
Class F — Bob Thomas in a Kar-
mann-Ghia in 1:09
Class H — Sally Robbins in a Fiat
850 Spider in 1:15.4
Twenty-six cars entered the
event; twenty-three completed the
required two rounds. An inter-
esting side-light to the event was
the entry and subsequent win by a
member of the fair sex in class H.
Cross country team
grabs fourth place
by Russ Potter
%arsity cross country bears, ex-
pected in many quarter, to be
Comet...nee anehor-men, grabbed
a snockeng fourth place in Satur-
day's lank., Championship. The
meet was held at the l'enobscot
%alky Country Club.
Connecticut won the team title
despite a tecord-shattering effort by
Massachusetis Paul Hosis. Mass
was second and New Hampshire
third with Maine streaming in
fouth followed by Rhode Island
and 'Vermont.
Although the special course laid
out for the event was unusually
challenging, the first eight runners
eclipsed the old cow se record.
Steve Turner finished a little
more than 5 seconds ott Hotels'
pace to snatch second place tor
Maine. Team captain Joe Dahl
came in sixth. Other Rear .corer.
were Alan Howard, Al r.egtm,e and
Jen May.
Both the varsity and freshman
cross country squads travel to
Boston for ,he New England
1...harm:gunships.
LAKELAND
sportswear
The Climate's great in Corduroy!
DOMINIQUE . . . the rugged, roguish, devil-may-care
cotton corduroy jacket. Has bulky knit framed collar with
leather throat latch and leather buttons. Lavishly lined with
snug-warm kitten-soft orlon acrylic pile. Rain-proofed,
stain-proofed with ZePel. Yours for $35.00
—
Orono, M
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4 illiNtiriallr=lit
1. •
•
gymkhana
4,40or
It
An unidentified Corvette
wheels around the gymkhana
course set up by the filISCC
in the Steam Plant parking
lot last Sunday.
Intramural Football
• ik by Keith Rowe
After careful Lonsideration, sixteen Greek men %kilt: ,e:ectcd tor the
first annual iniramural football team. Th,:s.: mu 1 were chosen on
the basis of iheir performances during this fall's sea-on. Only the top four
tcams are repres.:nled. a. none of the other teams competed in more than
two games. limiting individual performances.
kappa Sigola. I c Icaeue iile holder. the off roe with four all-
stars; Phi Gamma Delta follows tt ith two selections, Sigma Chi and Phi
Eta Kappa each have one. Defensively the "Sig." again pave the way with
three athletes; Phi Gamma Delta and Sigma Chi each have two. and Phi
Eta has one.
Pos. Name Weight Year fraternity
QB Tom Crowley 190 Senior KE
HB Larry French 245 Senior KE
FB Tom Farrell 160 Senior KE
TE George Horton 180 Junior PGD
SE John Bouchard 195 Senior KE
lames Dunn 190 Sophomore PEK
George Wehrman 230 Senior PEK
ci Mike Rice 180 Junior SC
•,E Warren Shatzer 200 Junior KE
Bill Moulton 200 Sophomore PEK
John Perkins 190 Senior PGD
LB Dana Mullholland 200 Senior KE
LB James Sandon, 180 Senior SC
.1.B James Drummond 200 Senior SC
Steve Hart 190 Junior KE
Bob Young 160 Junior PGD
• --••''
„A+ Stunning
Couples!
So perfect together.
Magnificent pairs.
To his Bride, now and
always, from the
Bridegroom who cares.
From $100
Av,itut
JEWELERS OF DISTINCTION
TOR
FOUR GENERATIONS
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Livesey's kickers split
In 4uss Potter
The varsity soccer team split
games against State Series foes.
N'edne•xlay the Black Bears lost to
Bowdoin 2-0 in overtime and Satur-
day they knocked off Colby 2-I.
Bowdoin tallied the winning goal
Late in the first overtime when a
short carromed off the Maine goalie
and the loose ball was pounded into
an open net. Swatulani Munthali
scored both Maine goals in Satur-
day's encounter with Colby.
The freshman soccer team com-
pleted its most successful season
ever, last week. Wins over Thomas
College 3-I and the Bates JV's
gave the team a 4-2-1 final slate.
Monday night at the team's final
meeting. Varsity. Coach Bill Livesey
and Athletic Director Hal Wester-
man congratulated the players on
their exceptional season.
1 he following players received
Veteran's Day Service
There will be a memorial service
at 1100 a.m. on November II in
the Memorial Room of the Me-
morial Union. commemorating Vet-
eran's Day.
Frosh Class Elections
Freshmen will have a chance to
elect their class officers on Novem-
ber 13. The voting will be held in
all dining areas from 11:00 to 1:00
and from 5:00 to 6:30 and in the
Memorial Union from 12:00 to
6:00.
numerals: Co-captains, Ruben Her-
mandez and Chip Ellms, Dennis
Appleton, Chris Bowman, Josse
Bymal, Craig Calkins, Dave Campa-
nal, Vern Connell, Norm Cott:.
Mike Darcangelo. Dennis Hatch,
Bruce Johnston, Roy Koster, Ken
Krupha, Jim Lamaree, Rich Lang-
ton, Lance Merryfield, Joe Robbins,
Phil St. Pierre, Bill Strattard, Gary
Fourttllotte, Tom Ainsworth, Skip
Webber and Skip Wood.
Our College Insurance Plan offers more
Benefits ... and service in every state
after you have graduated
Military service, a career, family and
possibly' extensive travel await you
after graduation.
You need the broad coverage offered
by American General's College Insur-
ance Plan---and you need the service
to go with it. You'll find an American
General office always conveniently
close in each of the 50 states and in
many foreign countries Ask your cam-
pus representative today about Ameri-
can General's full coverage and full
service.
4j, lire
David M. Fenderson
66 School Street
Veazie
Tel.: 942-2109
American General
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY ;
Ch.E.s at Merck..."You know that
isothermal recrystallization process
Dick Klophaus* worked out?
• c
...it's working out just fine."
Dick Klophaus gets real
satisfaction from the variety
and sophistication of
engineering needed to
develop, design, and manage
the processes required to
produce Merck products.
He and his Ch.E. col-
leagues get equal satisfaction
from the knowledge that
the end result of their work is
a better life for more people,
around the world.
For many engineers, it's
an ideal combination. Add
mobility . , . real opportunity
for growth and promotion
. . . real opportunity to learn
and develop new techniques
. . Merck's libe-al policies
on benefits, graduate work,
and professional achieve-
ment . . Merck's outstand-
ing sales growth (122%
since 1957) and research
investment ($46 million
this year).
Add all these factors
together, and you'll see why
Merck attracts some of
the finest engineering talents
in the country. And keeps
them.
How about you? Think
about the engineering variety
and sophistication required
to produce the complex
molecules used for pharma-
ceutical products. Think
about the good use these
products are put to.
Then see your Merck
Representative on campus.
• A graduate of Newark
College of Engineering
(B.S.Ch.E., 1965),
Dick Klophaus helped
perfect-techniques to
improve output of
this complex crystalline
compound—an im-
portant component in
nutritional supple-
ments.
Dick Klophaus, by the way,
now supervises production
of Vitamin C, Vitamin Kli
and various sulfa products.
His responsibilities, and
those of other young Ch.E.s,
are described in our new
booklet, Merck: an engineer's
company. You'll not only
learn from this booklet—
you'll actually enjoy reading
it. Pick up a copy at your
Placement Office, or write:
Manager College Relations.
MOD
MERCK &CO.,1NC.
Rahway, New Jersey 07065
An Equal Opportumty Employer
Charlie Yanush again led the
ground "attack" with 37 yards. and
Bob Farrell ground out 27. Pete
Norris sailed one punt over 711 yards
on the fly, but he continued to have
troubles getting the long ball out
of the backfield.
Huskie halfback Jack Martinelli
scored 14 points for Northeastern.
scoring two touchdowns and run-
ning in a two-point conversion.
Bruce Cornell, starting in ace full-
back Bill Curran's skit. tallied one
six-pointer on a 12-yard jaunt
through the center of the Maine
line. Curran. NU's prime scoring
threat. spent most of the afternoon
on the bench nursing a broken hand.
Dick Quigley accumulated 5 points
by booting one field goal and two
extra points.
At the end of the 3rd quarter the
score was only 6-0, but the Huskies
added 18 points in the final period
to turn the game into a rout. Final
score: 24-0. So much for the grid-
iron ghosts. and Maine's hopes for
a one-victory season...1 think.
The bulk of Northeastern's de-
fensive line spent most of the time
chasing Bears down in the backfield,
and on one auspicious occasion the
Maine offensive squad faced a 4th
and 45 situation.
Coach Walt Abbott .tried a few
new wrinkles, using a shotgun
several times an running with
shutout
•
senior Gt:orpi: Plancr at quarter- ,
back for it while. Nit to no avail
Next Sam day %lame ends 'ha
67 season in a tilt with the Urn-
versity of Rhode Island. The game
starts at I ; to in Kingston. Rhode
Island on Meade held. The Rams
currentls have a 5-1-I record, and
just last Saturday they sneaked by
Boston Untsersits 7-6. URI has
two exellent ii:CCINCYN in Frank
Ceiselman and Henry Walker. Full-
back Brent Kaufraan is their leading
ground gainer. and Tom Fay. and
1 air'. Ca,,vr ell •-rait,: the quarter-
backing duties. 1 .1st year the Black
beals oc.i: it,.. Nam, 21 to 6.
1 he frosh football team ended its
season last Friday on the upswing.
defeating the lkwridoin fresh 24-6.
Let s hope that this is an indication
of things to come. •
Sports Calendar
Saturday. November II — Foot-
ball. Rhode Island at Kings-
ton. 1:30 p.m.
— Soccer, Rhode Island at
Kingston, 10:30 a.m.
— Rifle. Norwich at North-
field. 9:00 a.m.
Monday. November 13 — Var-
sity and Froth Cross Coun-
try. New England Champi-
onships at Boston, 1:30
p.m.
College Relations Director
c/o Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
Please send me
a Sheraton Student
LID. so I can save up
to 20% on
Sheraton rooms.
Name 
Address 
Reservations with the special low rate are confirmed in advance
(based on availability) for Fri., Sat Sun nights. plus Thanks-
giving (Nov. 22-26). Christmas (Dec. 15-Jan. 1) and July
through Labor Day! Many Sheraton Hotels and Motor Inns offer
student rates during other periods subject to availability at time
of check-in and may be requested
Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns
1 6155 Sheraton Hotels A Motor Inns in Maior Citirta
JADEj EAST*
NEW...GOWEN
UME
AFTER SHAVE from $2 50
COLOGNE front $300
SWANK lac-Sole DiHr.bulor
As an alternate fragrance.
try JADE EAST or Jade Es.' CORAL
and cotton with skinny
boxed stripes of green and
blue. Button-down collar,
tapered waist, long sleeves.
Perma-lron so it won't
wrinkle.
And "SP..•Torized-Plus." In
Page Twelve
bear yogi
.5
• A
Steve Gravelle (77) seems
intent on tackling a Rhode
Island ball carrier, while
Pete Quackenbush (35) prac-
tice/4 his Yoga.
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Bears lose
Fourth straight
by D. A. Steward
The Huskies of Northeastern Uni-
versity sent the University of Maine
Black Bears down to their fourth
straight shutout Saturday. NU is
now 6-1-0 on the season, and
Maine is 0-7-0.
Maine stayed in the game for
three stanzas on fumble recoveries.
an interception by Ken Zuch, and
some other good defensive plays.
but failed to put together enough
of a drive to get into Huskie ter-
ritory. UM's net taidage also fell
snort of the fifty mark, with only
22 yards on the ground and 27
through the air.
-NOTICE-
Applications for men's residence hall counselors for the Spring
Semester 1968 are now being accepted. All applications must be
submitted prior to December 1, 1967, to be considered. Application
blanks may be obtained from the head counselor of the residence
hall in which the applicant resides. Applicants not living in the resi-
dence hall system may obtain application blanks from the Office of
the Dean of Men.
Do you buy
a shirt
or a label?
If you want a good shirt,
look fora good label. One
that means the shirt is styled
to last. With rolls, tapers and
eats in the right places.
Like this Arrow "Cum
_dude" Oxford. It's a woven
olend of Dacron" polyester
checks, plaids, solids and
stripes. All the things you
look for in a shirt-for
$7.00.
And in a good shirt you'll
find a good label.
The best labels come in
our shirts. Arrow.
59 YEARS OF SERVICE TO U. OF M. STUDENTS ,IND FACULTY
A. J. GOLDSMITH
YOUR ARROW STORE IN OLD TOWN
a
•
•
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